OCT 10 11AM, SECC 213
Moon Shot Mission Control Update

Join our WCU Moon Shot for Equity team coffee and conversations about Moon Shot on campus. We will share data, answer questions, and discuss how Moon Shot is connected to your work on campus.

OCT 12 2PM, SECC 108
TLAC Faculty Discussion:
What does Moon Shot mean to me as an instructor?

Join us for a conversation among faculty around the ways that Moon Shot work may be impactful in our role as instructors. Light snacks will be served.

OCT 13 10AM-12PM, SECC 101A
WCU Student Success & DEIJ: Discussion & Resource Showcase

Join us for a two-part event showcasing work happening at WCU looking at Student Success through a DEIJ lens. At 10a, join us for a conversation with invited panelists and then at 11a, we will host a resource fair with units across campus.

OCT 26 6:30-8:30PM, MATHER PLANETARIUM

A JEDI Mission: Moon Shot & Student Success

Students are invited to join us for an evening of space-themed fun while learning about our Moon Shot mission – tang and pop rocks (and pizza), activities, a planetarium presentation, and more!